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Structure of  Surfaces and Interfaces as studied using 
Synchrotron Radiation 
Liquid Surfaces 
P. S. Pershan 
Physics Department and Division of Applied Science, Harvard  University, Cambridge, 
MA  02138, USA 
The use  of  specular  reflection  of  X-rays  to  study  the  structure  of  the 
liquid/vapour  interfaces  along  the  direction  normal  to  the  surface  is 
described.  If  RF(6)  is  the  theoretical  Fresnel  reflection  law  for  X-rays 
incident on an ideal flat surface at an angle 8, and R(8)  is the measured 
reflectivity  from the true surface, the ratio R(B)/R,(B)  is a measure of the 
electron density along the surface normal; ie. 
where  pCn is  the  electron  density  far  from  the  surface,  d(p(z))/dz  is 
the  gradient  of  the  average  electron  density  along  the  surface  normal 
and  Qz  =  (47r/A) sin (6).  For  simple  liquids  p&'d(p>/Jz == 
[1/J(2.rr(r2)] exp (-z2/2cr2), and  R(6)/RF(6)  =exp (-Q2cr2),  where  cr2 is 
dominated by the mean-square average of thermally excited fluctuations in 
the height of the surface.  For liquid  crystals  and for lyotropic micellar 
systems temperature-dependent structure in R (6)  is due to surface-induced 
layering in (p(z)).  Other experimental results from thin layers of liquid 4He 
and monolayers, of amphipathic molecules on the surface of  H20  will be 
described. The possibility  of complementing specular reflectivity  measure- 
ments of surface roughness by studying diffuse scattering at small angles off 
of the specular condition will also be illustrated with results from the H20 
surface. 
Although  X-ray specular reflection from surfaces was observed over sixty years ago'-4 
practical  application to the characterization of surfaces has only been done re~ently.~ 
The purpose of this manuscript is to review some of the fundamental principles of the 
technique and to report some of  our recent  results  on liquid and solid  surfaces.  In 
addition we will also discuss related experiments in which diffuse scattering is observed 
at small angles from the specular condition.  The latter can be used to study structure 
within the plane of  the surface. 
The  basic  idea  for  specular  reflectivity  is  the  recognition  that  even  at  X-ray 
wavelengths one can introduce a macroscopic dielectric constant to describe the average 
properties of the electromagnetic waves in materials: 
where p is the electron density in the material, A  is the X-ray wavelength (ie.  A0/27r = c), 
m and e are the electron mass and charge, respectively, and re is the classical radius of 
the electron.?  Neglecting polarization  effects, which are not significant at small angles, 
~=1-4~pe*/mw'=  1--preA*/T  (1) 
+ This form  neglects both absorption and dispersion.  The effect of dispersion can be accounted for if the 
electron density p =  (I/ V)  C,  2, is  replaced by peq  =  (1/ V)  1,  f;(O), where Z, is  the number of electrons on 
the jth atom, f,(O) is  the real  part  of the atomic scattering factor of the jth atom in the forward  direction, 
and  the  sum {j}  includes all  atoms in  the volume  V.  For  most  cases  p=peq.  The effect of absorption  is 
included by setting  E"=  (A/27r)p,  where p-' is the X-ray decay length of the material  for power. 
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the classical result for the reflection coefficient  of an electromagnetic  wave incident at 
an angle 8 (ie. 8 =  0 is parallel  to the surface) from an ideal  flat  interface  between 
vacuum (E = 1) and material  of relative permittivity  E  is: 
sin (e)-J[E -COS*  (e)] 
sin (8)  +  J[  E -  COS’  (e)]  RF(0)  = 
* 
There is a critical angle 8, = cos-’ (  E)  =  J(  preA2/  T)  such that for 8 d  8,,  RF(  0)  = 1 and 
for Ow?,, RF(8)=(8,/28).4 For water, 8,=0.152” when  A = 1.54w. 
The mechanism for characterization of the structure of non-ideal surfaces, along the 
normal direction, depends on analysis of deviations between the measured reflectivity 
R(  8) and the ideal, or Fresnel, reflectivity  RF(  8) over a range of angles  8 -  A/(2AL), 
where AL is one measure of the spatial resolution.  Since RF(  8)  falls as the fourth power 
of the incident angle, meaningful chacterization of many surfaces require measurements 
over a very wide dynamic range of reflectivities, typically 10(9-10),  and this is the primary 
reason why synchrotron radiation is required. 
Theory for Non-ideal Surfaces 
Specular Reflectivity 
When 8 >>  8,  the reflection from a real surface is most easily obtained by summing over 
the scattering from infinitesimally thin layers  Sz at some distance z from the average 
location of the interface,  which  is taken to be the x-y  plane at z=O.  For incident 
wavevector ko the amplitude of the scattered wave at a distance R from the sample, in 
a direction defined by k”,  is approximately given by 
dx  dyp(x,  y, z) exp {i[k”-ko] - r}. 
R  -  r,Sz 
EO 
(3) 
where Q =  k” -  ko. Since the condition that Q.x  = Q,. =  0 corresponds to the incident and 
reflected angles being equal and in the same plane;  this term can be identified with the 
contribution of the thin layer to the specularly reflected signal.  The term proportional 
to [p(x,  y, z)  -(p(z))]  gives rise to diffuse scattering that will be discussed below. 
When  8 >>  8,  a useful  expression for the ratio of the specularly  reflected signal to 
that from an ideal surface, 
is obtained by the following steps:‘,’  (1) Integrate eqn (4)  from z = -a  to +a  by parts 
to express the answer in  terms of  d(p(z))/dz.  (2) Square the result  and use  of  the 
standard interpretation to substitute [47r*S(  QY)S(  Q,,)]’  = A,,.[47~’8(  Q,-)S(  Q,)], where 
A,, is the illuminated cross-sectional  area of the interface.  (3) Calculate the detected 
power by integrating  clEs12/4~  over the area of the detector.  Since the solid angle of 
the detector can be expressed as, dCl= (A/2~)~(1/8)  dQx  dQ,, this  eliminates  the  8- 
functions.  (4) Normalize the scattered  intensity to the incident power  8A,,.cl E01*/4r. 
Eqn  (5)  follows if one uses the asymptotic form RF(  8)  == ( 8,/28)4 with  Q_  =  (4~/A)8. 
There are a  large class of  problems,  some of  which  will  be illustrated  below, for 
which  R(8)/R,(  0)  =  1 for small 8.  In these cases eqn (5) can be used for all 8 so long 
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as Qz corresponds to the value inside the material; i.e. Qz  == (47~/A)d(  O2 -  8;). A different 
approach, that allows for solutions when  R(  8)/RF(  8)  # 1 for small  8 is to solve the 
one-dimensional wave-equation 
where  Qc=  (47~/A)8,,  with  suitable boundary  conditions.  For  8 >>  8,  the results  are 
identical to those of eqn (5) regardless of whether or not R(  8)  # RR(  8) for small 8. 
Diffuse Scattering 
Diffuse  scattering is observed  when the wavevector difference Q has a non-vanishing 
component q =  (  Qx,  Q),)  parallel to the surface.  For an incident angle 8, and detected 
radiation that makes angles 8’ with the surface and  with the plane of incidence 
Qx  = (2~/h)  cos (8’)  sin ($) 
Qy = (2~/  A)[ cos (8)  -  cos (8’)  cos ($)I == (27~/A  )[ 1 -  02/2 -  (1 -  8”/2)  cos ($)I 
Qz = (27~/h)[sin  (8’) +sin (O)]  =  (27~/h)[  8’+ 81. 
(7) 
If  the  mean-square variation  in  the height  of the surface inhomogeneities  is  small 
compared to 1/ Qz one can define a surface density ps(x,  y) and make the approximation, 
[p(x, y, z)  -  (p(z))]  =  p,(x, y)6(  z). The differential cross-section for surface diffuse scat- 
tering can then be expressed as 
w  here839 
T(  8)  =  (26/ ec)’J[  F( 8)  1.  (9) 
The  surface  enhancement  factor  T(  8)  occurs  because  scattering  from  surface 
inhomogeneities  is proportional to the square of the total surface field, not the square 
of the incident field.  For 8 d  8,  the amplitudes of the reflected and incident fields are 
equal and because the phase of the reflected wave varies from T,  when 8 =  0, to 0 when 
8 =: 8,,  the total field at the surface varies from zero to twice the incident field for 8 =  BC. 
The function T(8),  which is proportional to the square of the field, varies from 0 to 4, 
as 8 increases from 0 to 8,,  and then falls to unity for 8 >>  8,.  The factor T(  8’)  appears 
because of a similar effect in the coupling between the surface currents and the scattered 
fields, and the angular dependence of these two factors helps in distinguishing surface 
scattering from other diffuse scattering processes.I0 The cross-section for diffuse scatter- 
ing  can  be  expressed  in  term  of  height  fluctuations  q(x,  y) of  the  surface  by  the 
substitution (psps(x,  y))  =  p2(qq(x,  y))  into eqn (8). 
Experimental 
The main features of the experimental geometry for studying the liquid/vapour interface 
are illustrated in fig. l.11712  The incident beam is deflected downward by an angle 8 and 
a detector, of height  h  and width  w  is located  a distance L  from the sample surface. 
In order to insure that the incident beam strikes the centre of the sample for all 8, it is 
on an elevator such that its vertical position can be continuously adjusted. The detector 
can be moved  both vertically,  to vary  8’, and along an arc to vary  $.  In all  of  our 
experiments the incident beam  is  highly  collimated  such that the spread in  incident 
wavevector k” is negligible.  The height of the incident beam hO,  however, is not negligible 
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Fig. 1.  Schematic illustration of the geometry for X-ray scattering study the liquid/vapour interface. 
The detector slit, of height h and width w, is shown in the position for detection of the specularly 
reflected beam  (0  = 8’ and II, =  0). 
and for small angles 8 the ‘footprint’ of the beam on the horizontal  interface can be 
large.  Verification  of the alignment  of  beam  and  sample  positions  is  achieved  by 
measuring the specularly reflected intensity as a function of detector angle 8’, for different 
vertical  displacements of the sample.  Both  the intensity  and shape of the signal are 
constant for the range of sample positions where the beam is intercepted by a flat portion 
of the sample. 
The height  h and the width w of the detector slit are set in order to intercept all of 
the specularly reflected signal fully.  When the surface is sufficiently flat this is identical 
to the physical  size  of  the incident beam  ko at the detector position.  For specular 
reflection  studies the angular resolution  of  the spectrometer, A8, is  determined by  a 
convolution of the angular distribution of the incident beam  and the surface normal. 
In  contrast,  for  diffuse  scattering measurements and  practical  slit  dimensions, the 
appropriate resolution is determined by a convolution of the detector size with a suitable 
projection of the illuminated cross-sectional area of the sample.  If the height h of the 
detector is larger than the height of the incident beam, and if the spectrometer is near 
to the specular condition (8’-  8 and + =  0)  the projection of the resolution (for diffuse 
scattering)  on the horizontal liquid surface has full widths. 
where L is the distance from sample to detector. 
The usual situation on scanning either 8’ or t,h  is that the measured intensity I(8’,  t,h) 
has a sharp central peak at the specular condition and a broad flat background off  of 
the specular.  Specular reflection  R(8)  is then taken to be the difference  between the 
signal in the specular position  and the diffuse scattering background at small values of 
either 8’-8  or +.  For some surfaces the background depends on the offset and it is 
necessary to develop an extrapolation procedure suitable to the particular surface. ’’ 
Results 
Water 
Specular Reflectivity / Roughness 
Specular reflectivity  data from the free surface of H20,  as shown in fig. 2(a),  is typical 
of the reflectivity from a number of surfaces.’  There is a small region for 8 < 8,  where 
the reflectivity is essentially 100%  followed by a rapid fall, shown here over eight orders 
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Fig. 2.  (a)  Measured reflectivity from H20  with a detector of height h = 2.0 mm at 600 mm from 
the sample.13 The solid line is the best fit of the theoretical form given by eqn (1  1) to the data. 
Error bars that are not shown are smaller than the size of the symbol.  (b)  The logarithm of the 
same data as in  (a)  plotted  versus of.  The slope of  the solid line indicates  a value of  u2  = 
(2.70* 0.03 8, j2.  (c  j  Comparison between the slope of  data like that shown in (b)  for detector 
heights h = 0.8, 20.0 and 5.0 mm and the theoretical result for capillary wave roughness, eqn (15). 
of magnit~de.~~’~”~  As can be seen from fig. 2(  b),  in which the same data are normalized 
to RF(  0)  and plotted as log, [  R(  0)/  RF(  O)] uersus (I:, the data are essentially of the form 
where cr2 =  (2.70 f  0.03 A)2. This data were taken from the surface of H20  on a Langmuir 
trough”  in which the surface tension was monitored in  situ to be 72.5 *  0.4 dyn cm-I, 
the detector height was 2.0 mm and the distance to the sample was  ca. 600 mm.?  It is 
straightforward to demonstrate that this form is consistent with the profile (p(z))/p  = 
[  1/d(2ncr2)]  exp (-z2/2u2)  by substitution into eqn (5). Alternatively, one can numeri- 
cally integrate the data to obtain the Patterson function:I6 
with  Qz =  (47r/h) sin (O), and demonstrate directly that 
Z(  s)  =. [  1/d(4nu2)]  exp (  -s’/402). 
It is interesting to  compare this measurement with the reflection predicted by assuming 
Taking y  the water surface is made rough by thermal excitation of capillary 
+A  previously reported  larger value of  a’=(3.3*O.l  A)  was  reported  for a  H,O  surface in  which  the 
surfaced tension  was not monitored;x however, an independent measurement on a clean surface essentially 
agrees with the present va1~e.I~ 
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to be the surface tension and ~(x,  y)  to be the height of the water surface at some point 
(x,y)  the energy per unit area of a rough surface is given by: 
where g is the acceleration of gravity.  From standard statistical physics the mean square 
value of the height fluctuations: 
where  ki  =  pg/ y =  (0.36  cm-’)’  and Qmax  is an upper cut-off that is necessary  in order 
to fix the number of thermal surface modes.  In analogy with the Debye theory of heat 
capacity one might  guess  Qmax  -  v/molecule  radius = ( T/  1.93 A) for water.  Taking 
y =: 73 dyn cm-’  this  integrates  to (~(x,  y)’) = (3.98 A)’  or nearly twice  the measured 
slope. 
The origin of this discrepancy is that for a finite-size detector slit the spectrometer 
is  unable to distinguish  between  ‘true specular reflection’  and the sum  of  specular 
reflection and diffuse scattering at small angle to the specular reflection.  Stated another 
way, for a rough  surface R(8)  is less than RF(8)  because  of  destructive  interference 
between signals reflected from different heights ~(x,  y)  f ~(x’,  y’). Since a spectrometer 
with finite resolution  cannot detect interference between points that are too far apart, 
long-wavelength height variations do not affect the measured reflectivity.  The measured 
slope should actually be compared to 
where A,,  is a circular area in the Q.y-Q,.  plane with outer radius Qmax  and a rectangular 
inner cutout with dimensions determined by the spectrometer resolution, eqn (10). The 
minimum  dimensions of  AAQ  are much  larger  than  k,  and if  AQ,  >>  AQ,. the slope 
approximately given byR 
Fig.  2(c)  shows the comparison of the best  fit  values  of  (T,  calculated  by  numerical 
integration of eqn (15) over the measured resolution function for data taken with three 
different  detector heights  h.l3  The only adjustable parameter in the fitting procedure 
was the value of  Qmax  = (v/  1.4 A)  that was  common to all three fits.  This is  slightly 
larger than the guess of (41.93  A); however, in view of the naive nature of the theory 
the difference is not serious.  In particular X-ray measurements over the accessible range 
of angles cannot distinguish between one particular value of Qmax  for an interface that 
is locally sharp, and a smaller value of  Qmax  for an interface that locally has a more 
gradual profile. 
Diffuse Scattering 
According  to this  model  R(  8)/  RF(  8) < 1 because thermally  excited  capillary  waves 
scatter radiation away from the specular condition.  Fig. 3 illustrates diffuse scattering 
data from the surface of H20  that was taken by  fixing the incident angle and sample 
position and scanning the detector angle 8’ in the plane of incidence,  i.e. $ =  0.”  The 
peak at 8 = 8’ is the specular signal and the weaker peaks at  8’=  Oc correspond to the 
structure of  T(  8’) discussed above. The solid lines through the data are calculated by 
averaging the cross-section [eqn (S)] over the angular distribution of the incident beam 
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Fig. 3.  Scattered intensity from the surface of  HzO, in the plane of incidence and as a function 
of detector angle 8' for incident angles 8 = 0.64 and 0.96"."  The peaks at 8' = 8,  == 0.13" are due 
to the surface scattering  enhancement factor,  the  peaks  at  8'= 8 are the  specular reflectivity 
signals.  The solid  line  is  the  theoretical  prediction  calculated  with  no  signijicant  adjusrable 
parameters. 
and integrating over the detector resolution.  The only adjustable parameter is a small 
constant background, of the order of  10% of the peak at 8'= 8,.  Agreement between 
data  and theory  for  both  the  diffuse  scattering,  and the resolution  dependence of 
R(  8)/  RF(  8) confirms the role of  thermally  excited capillary waves and demonstrates 
the quantitative reliability  of the experimental  technique. 
Insoluble Monolayer on Water 
These two previous results for H20  buttress the hope of being able to make quantitative 
interpretation of R(  8)/RF(  8)  data on more complex surface structures.  One example 
of this is illustrated by the data in fig. 4(a)  for the ratio R(8)/RF(8) of a monolayer of 
Lignoceric acid  (CH3(CH2)22COZH)  on water at pH 2,  using  HCI, at different surface 
pressures.15 This data, like the above data for H20  was taken on a specially constructed 
trough, to be described elsewhere, in which the surface tension could be continuously 
monitored.  Fig. 4(6)  illustrates details of the profiles  that gave the best  fit to the data 
when  substituted into eqn (5). Particularly interesting is the fact that as the pressure 
increases  the position  of  the local  maximum  moves  away  from  the interface  to the 
vapour, implying that the distance between the acid head group and the alkane/vapour 
interface has increased. 
Interpretation of these specular reflectivity  results  can be aided by  recent  surface 
scattering studies on the in-plane structure of monolayers.  A number of different groups 
have been applying this technique, in which the incident angle 8 is adjusted to be slightly 
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Fig. 4.  (a)  The ratio R(  B)/R,(  0) for different surface pressures (dyn cm-') of a Lignoceric acid 
(CH3(CH,),,C02H)  monolayer on water.  The solid lines correspond to the R(  O)/R,(  0)  predicted 
by  best  fits  of  real  space density  models.  (h)  shows  details  of  the  electron  density  profiles 
corresponding to  the  best  fits  in  (a). The  origin  of  the  abscissa  (z  = 0) is  defined  by  the 
alkane/vapour interface.  The data were recorded  at  room temperature and the  subphase was 
at pH2. 
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Fig. 5.  The ratio of  R(  O)/  RF(  0) for four different liquid-crystal systems: (a)  SOCB, (b)  9CB, (c) 
a  mixture  (9CB),_,(lOCB), with  x=0.15  and  (d)  10CB.  !n  all  cases  the temperatures are 
ca. 0.05 "C above the transition to the smectic-A phase. 
less than t?,,  insuring that the incident beam penetrates only evanescently into the bulk, 
i.e.  intensity-  exp (-KZ),  where  K =  (27~/A)d(  Of -  t?2).15718-21  When  the  surface 
monolayer  is  crystalline,  Bragg-like  scattering  from  surface  monolayers  has  been 
observed at angles I)  == sin-' (h/2a),  where a 2  4.3 A  is the lattice spacing of the two- 
dimensional surface crystal.  By  monitoring the scattered intensity as a function of the 
8' it is possible to demonstrate the existence of surface phases in which the orientation 
of the alkane chains with respect to the surface normal changes.  These results, clearly 
that most of the structural features of crystalline surface monolayers can profitably be 
studied using X-ray techniques. 
Liquid Crystals 
The two examples discussed thus far dealt with systems in which the surface structure 
is confined to distances no more than one or two molecular lengths from the interface. 
Liquid crystals represent  a class of systems for which the surface can induce structure 
that penetrates hundreds of molecular lengths into the bulk. Fig. 5 displays data showing 
the ratio R(  t?)/R,(  8)  as a function of Qz/Qo,  where Qo  = (2n/D)  and D is the smectic-A 
layer  spacing  for  the  respective  molecules,  octyloxycyanobiphenyl  80CB, nonyl- 
cyanobiphenyl 9CB, a mixture (9CB), ,( lOCB), with x -0.15  and 10CB. In all cases 
the temperature is ca. 0.05 "C above the transition  to the smectic-A phase.  Both 80CB 
and 9CB have second-order phase transitions from the nematic to smectic-A phases, in 
which critical smectic fluctuations in the nematic phase have characteristic lengths along 
the layer  normal (ti/)  and parallel  to the layers  (tl)  that diverge  as the transition  is 
approached; e.g. ,$I/,  -  (T-  TNA/  TNA)  -  v//,~  where  TNA  is the nematic to smectic-A 
transition  temperature.  Analysis of  the temperature dependence of the shapes of  the 
peaks in  R(  B)/R,(  0) at  QZ  =: Qo establish  that surface induces  smectic order in  the 
nematic phase, and that this order penetrates  into the bulk a distance that is equal to 
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Fig. 6.  Specular reflectivity as a function  of temperature for  Qz =  (27r/D)  for: (a)  IOCB,  (b) 
llCB, (c) 12CB, (d)  120CB, (e)  140CB and (f)  160CB. 
[l,.22-24  The physical significance of this is that although the symmetry of the surface 
forces  local  smectic  order, the penetration into the bulk  is  determined by  the bulk 
susceptibility.  This type of behaviour, in which the thickness  of the surface induced 
phase diverges in proportion to the critical divergence of the bulk correlation  length is 
termed critical ab~orption.~~.~~ 
The situation is slightly different for the mixture of (9CB)o.ss(10CB)0,15  which has a 
first-order transition to the smectic-A phase.  Analysis of this system indicates that the 
surface-induced order penetrates into the bulk from 2 to 4 times further than the bulk 
critical length  depending on  the temperature.  12,27  Since the transition from the nematic 
to smectic-A phase is first-order the critical length  does not diverge and the 'wetting' 
of the surface by  the smectic-A phase is incomplete.25726  The wetting for x =0.15 is 
larger than the wetting for a mixture with  x =  0.30 and we suspect that there is a true 
wetting  transition as x  approaches the tricritical  point at x =  0 for (9CB),-,( lOCB), 
mixtures. 
The case of  lOCB is different  in that that system undergoes  a first-order transition 
from the isotropic to smectic-A phases  and there is  no evidence  for critical  smectic 
fluctuations in the isotropic phase.  The data clearly indicate that even in the isotropic 
phase the surface has induced smectic order.  The extent of this order, and the manner 
in which it develops with temperature is illustrated by the data in fig. 6, which displays 
the reflected intensity at Q- = Qo as a function of  t = (T  -  TIA)/  TIA,  where  TIA  is the 
isotropic to smectic-A  transition temperature,  for six  different  liquid  crystals. 12,27,28 
Acalysis of the angular dependence of R(  B)/R,(  0)  confirms that each step corresponds 
to  an increase in  the number of  smectic layers.  On cooling  12CB there is a surface 
transition to one layer at a reduced temperature t =  0.04 or T -  TIA  = 13 "C followed by 
a successive transition up to ca. six layers, after which the growth appears continuous. 
The evolution  for  llCB has fewer  discrete  transitions, and the evolution  for  lOCB 
appears continuous. There are two important things to note regarding these data. First, 
mixtures in which the concentration 9CB is equal, or greater than that of 10CB, have 
a small temperature region of nematic phase between the isotropic and smectic-A that 
shrinks to zero for (9CB),--,(lOCB), with ~~0.45.~~  Thus lOCB is relatively near to a 
region of the phase diagram in which the nematic order is stable, while 11CB and 12CB 
are more distant. The differences in the temperature evolution of 10, 11 and 12CB, with 
relatively  sharp layer transitions more prominent for the longer homologues, suggest 
that the width of the physical interface between the surface induced smectic region and 
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the bulk  isotropic is  broadened out, or made more diffuse  by  the proximity  of  the 
nematic phase.  According  to this  interpretation the proximity  of  the nematic phase 
stabilizes a region, between  the surface  smectic and the bulk  isotropic,  that has well 
developed molecular orientational order but only partial smectic order.3o73'  With increas- 
ing distance from the part of the phase diagram in which the nematic order is stable, 
as in going from lOCB to llCB and 12CB, this effect becomes weaker and the profile 
from smectic to isotropic  becomes sharper. A similar effect is shown for three homologues 
in the nOCB series;  120CB (d),  140CB (e)  and 160CB (f). 
A second interesting feature of these data is that although one might argue from the 
data in fig. 6(a)-(c) that in the nCB series the thickness of the surface smectic layer 
diverges  with  decreased reduced temperature, indicative  of  complete wetting  of  the 
isotropic surface by the smectic-A phase, it is absolutely clear that the wetting by 160CB 
is not complete.? 
The surfaces of  these systems  exhibit  an interplay  between  the surface-induced 
nematic, or molecular  orientational order, and the smectic-  A, or positional  order.  In 
spite of considerable effort the critical  properties of the second-order transition  from 
the nematic to smectic-A phases in the bulk are  not understood and one line of speculation 
attributes this to an incomplete understanding of the interplay between these two order 
Hopefully, the surface problem will  present  new insights that might 
guide theoretical  development of theories for the bulk transition. 
Lyot ropic 
One other type of liquid/vapour interface  that we  have studied is that of  a micellar 
mixture  of  caesium  perfluoro-octanoate(CsPF0  and water.34 For  a narrow  range  of 
temperatures these mixtures form lyotropic liquid crystals in which oblate micelles orient 
to produce a uniaxial nematic phase.  As the temperature is lowered the system undergoes 
what appears to be a second-order transition to a smectic-A phase; however, the question 
of whether the smectic-A phase consists of layers of oblate micelles, or whether it consists 
of bilayers of amphiphillic molecules separated by layers of water is not yet 
Fig. 7( a)  shows data for R(  8)/R,(  8)  for a mixture containing ca. 60 wt YO of water at 
temperatures 2 and 7 "C above TNA.  The first of these is in the nematic phase and the 
second-is  in the isotropic-  however, they both have peaks at QZ  == 0.1  17 A that correspond 
to 2n/(54  A),  where 54 8, is approximately equal to the layer spacing in the bulk smectic 
phase.  Furthermore,  in  both  cases  the  peaks  have  lineshapes  with  a  pronounced 
minimum at the low-angle side.  There is not sufficient space to present a full analysis 
of these lineshapes; however, the principal  conclusion  can be illustrated by the model 
density profile (~(z)),  shown in fig. 7(b),  that was used to calculate the solid line running 
through.  the 2 "C data in (a).36 
First, the electron density oscillates between a maximum value that is ca. 85% of the 
electron  density  of  bulk  fluorocarbon  (i.e. 1.81 x electron  density  of  water)  and th,e 
electron density of water.  The full width of the surface layer is very close to the 12.5 A 
that corresponds to the length of the fully extended CsPFO molecule and the full width 
of the electron density maxima below the surface are about twice that width, or 25.0 A. 
Taken together these indicate that surface consists of a relatively dense monolayer of 
CsPFO, followed  by  CsPFO bilayers,  all  of  which  are separated by  layers  of  water. 
Since the maximum  density  of  the subsurface bilayers  is the same as the maximum 
density  of the surface monolayer we  believe  that they  are most  likely intact bilayers, 
and not  layers  of  positionally  correlated  micelles.  While  this  does not  exclude  the 
possibility  that the bulk  smectic consists of  positionally  correlated  micelles, we think 
that is unlikely. 
? Ocko el  argued that the wetting for 12CB was incomplete on the basis of more detailed  lineshape 
analysis for T +  T,,  . 
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Fig. 7.  R(  O)/R,(  0) from the surface of a mixture of  CsPFO and H,O  (ca.  60 wt % H20)  in the 
nematic phase at T -  TNA z  2 "C and in the isotropic phase at T -  TNA  =  7 "C. (a)  T -  TNA -- 2 "C, 
(b)  T -  T =  7 "C. The solid line through the nematic data is the ratio R(  O)/R,(  0) predicted from 
the electron density model illustrated  in  B. 
Secondly, the similarity between the shapes of the two peaks, at T- TNAz  2 "C in 
the nematic phase, and T -  TNA  =: 7 "C above  TNA in the isotropic phase, together with 
further data not included here indicates that although the near surface region is relatively 
insensitive to the equilibrium bulk phase, even in the isotropic phase the surface induced 
order extends a number of layers below the surface.  This penetration is temperature 
dependent, and as  TNA is approached other data not shown here indicate penetration 
to distances at least 100 layers (i.e. 5000 A). The fact that the 2 "C peak is sharper, and 
more intense, is a consequence of this.  The temperature dependence of these surface 
peaks provide a strong indication that the bulk nematic to smectic-A transition is truly 
second-order. 
Liquid 4He 
The last example of liquid surfaces to be described is illustrated by preliminary results 
of X-ray reflectivity from the surface of liquid 4He.37  Aside from the non-trivial cryogenic 
problems that must be solved in order to study this interface, the fundamental difficulty 
has to do with the fact that the electron density of 4He is low, i.e. ca. 11% of the electron 
density of  H20. Since the reflectivity  varies  as the square of the electron density this 
means that the reflectivity  from "He/vapour interface  should be ca. 1% of that of the 
H,O/vapour  interface.  Even with the largest possible synchrotron intensities this weaker 
signal,  and its  accompanying small  value  for  8,,  would  made  the  experiment  very 
difficult. To circumvent this problem we elected to study thin layers of 4He physisorbed 
onto the surface of  a  flat  Si/SiO wafer.  A  general  expression  for the  ratio  of  the 
reflectivity from an 4He layer of thickness  D on a substrate to the reflectivity  from an 
ideal substrate with the electron density of Si can be represented  as 
where a(Q=)  and P(Q=)  correspond to the amplitudes of the signal reflected from the 
4He/vapour interface  and the 4He/Si interface.  At  small  angles a(0)  =: (pHelpsi)  and 
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Fig. 8.  Preliminary measurements of  R(O)/R,(O) for a  1908, layer of  4He adsorbed on a flat 
wafer of  Si/SiO at 2.35 K. 
p(0)  =  1 -  a(O),  such that with  a(0)  =: 0.05  the cross-term  2ap cos (Q,D)  =  0.1.  The 
predicted reflectivity oscillates with a period of AQz =  277/ D and a peak-to-peak ampli- 
tude that is ca. 20% of the mean reflectivity.  This is a relatively large effect and easy to 
observe.  Fig.  8 shows preliminary  data from a  190A thick layer at a temperature of 
2.35 K that was measured using a 12 kW rotating anode X-ray source. Both the amplitude 
and the period of the oscillations are within a few percent of the theoretically expected 
values.  The overall decay with increasing Qz reflects the roughness of the bare Si/SiO 
substrate.  More specifically, since both the 4He/vapour and the 4He/Si interfaces have 
finite widths, both a  (  Qz)  and p ( Qz)  must decrease with increasing Qz.  Using synchrotron 
radiation it should be able to follow the interference oscillations over at least four times 
as many periods as for this data set.  From the variation of their amplitudes with angle 
we  expect to determine the width  of the 4He/vapour interface  as a function  of both 
temperature and film thickness.  This is a problem that has received very much theoretical 
attenti~n.~' 
Summary 
The main goal of this paper has been to present the underlying concepts behind the use 
of X-ray specular reflectivity  to study liquid surfaces.  In fact, these same ideas carry 
over to the study of solid surfaces and, in some cases, such as for the study of buried 
solid-solid interfaces, X-ray reflectivity may facilitate measurements that are not practical 
by  other techniques. '6*39,4"  The microscopic structure of  liquid surfaces, on the other 
hand, cannot be studied by very  many  techniques, and we have tried to illustrate by 
example some of the types of measurements that can, and have been done.  In almost 
all cases neutron scattering can be used in much the same way as X-rays to carry out 
similar  studies;  however,  there  are  two  main  differences4'  First,  X-rays  have  the 
advantage that synchrotron sources provide many orders of magnitude  larger incident 
flux, per solid angle than any conceivable neutron source.  As  a consequence, specular 
reflectivity  of X-rays can be carried  out over dynamic ranges of  the order of  10'" or 
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larger, while  for neutrons it is difficult to achieve a dynamic range of  lo6.  Since the 
spatial resolution  of the reflectivity technique is directly related to the attainable range 
of  QZ  and since the reflectivity falls rapidly with increasing  QZ  this is a severe limitation 
on use of neutrons for certain classes of problems. 
The main advantage of neutrons derive from the fact that by substitution of deuterium 
for hydrogen it is possible to vary the contrast between different parts of organic fluids. 
For example, it is very difficult to do precise small-angle reflectivity studies of polymer 
conformation  at  the  liquid/vapour  interface  for  the  purpose  of  characterizing  the 
power-law  dependence of  the polymer  density  at  large   distance^.^*-^^  The difficulty 
arises primarily because the critical angle 8,,  typically of the order of 0.15", corresponds 
to a  Qz  =  0.02 A-' in the vapour.  As  8  OC refraction  effects result  in smaller values 
of  Qz  inside the material;  however, since these are delicately dependent on both the 
direction  of the incident beam and the orientation of the surface normal it is difficult 
to make quantitatively  accurate measurements  at values of  QZ  inside the material that 
are significantly smaller than (47r/h)8,. For neutrons, on the other hand, with a suitable 
mixture  of  protons and deuterons the value  of  8,  can be reduced to zero, and it  is 
relatively easy to measure the specular reflectivity at angles that are much less than 0.15". 
In general, specular reflection  using both neutron and X-rays are promising tech- 
niques for the study of liquid surfaces.  They each have specific advantages and in many 
cases they compliment each other.  The structure of the interface between  a polymer 
solution and its vapour is just one example of a problem for which full understanding 
will surely require both types of measurements. 
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